Distinguished Honor Roll Lamberton Middle School Second Marking Period 2020-2021

6th Grade Distinguished Honor Roll
Zoe Burnett, Reagan Cardin, Evelyn Daniels, Hailey Denton, Brianna Kretzing, Alyvia McBride, Mary Mercado, Hannah Plant, Kenzo Veron, Alexis Wolf

7th Grade Distinguished Honor Roll
Caitlin Beverly, Ryan Black, Ana Bondy, Andee Boyce, Lily Cahee, Aiden Dobyns, Lucy Elston, Anna Ford, Spencer Forrester, Jorja Gilbert, Kolbin Heberlig, Lillian Heishman, Samuel Kloepper, Lily Kot, Jacen Krammer, Soren Lantz, Connor Martin, Cooper Maschmeyer, Ava McBride, Naman Neidigh, Savannah Oakes, Camaren Rees, Maria Sandor, Alexander Sapp, Emily Serafin, Braylon Shughart, Megan Smith, Olivia Starner, Nicolette Stoner, Savanna Tack, Olivia Voelkel, Kendall Witman

8th Grade Distinguished Honor Roll
Lennox Brown, Erin Brown, Lucius Fischer, John Forrester, Madison Gotschall, Lillian Kaden, Ethan Palumbo, Rachel Plant, Dakota Porter, Kailah Riddick, Diana Shcherbakov, Cassidy Shepard, Reese Spangler, Greta Weirich